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Agenda Tracks

A Create a Winning Mobile Applications Strategy  
The use of mobile by your customers and employees has pushed it from an edge use case to  
the center of your applications strategy. This track provides insight on how to create successful  
strategies for developing, sourcing and managing mobile applications. 

B Balance Integration Agility and Control: The Integrator’s Dilemma  
Proliferating APIs, cloudstreams, high-productivity tooling and the emergence of the citizen 
integrator herald an age of rapid self-service integration. At the same time, proliferating  
applications, SaaS, mobile apps and ever-more complex value chain ecosystems demand  
improved integration scale and compliance. Is there an integration strategy that can balance  
these different requirements? 

C Rebuild Your Application Architecture for the Digitalization of Business 
The emergence of the digital business places extraordinary pressure on application architecture, 
challenging even the most basic assumptions about what an application is and does. This track 
focuses on new application architecture approaches that emphasize the use of scalable software 
technologies and the requirement for application agility, along with long-standing principles of 
application availability and throughput. 

D Make Security and Governance Competitive Differentiators  
The quality and maturity of enterprise information security and governance programs are key 
competitive business differentiators — security decisions have become a business function. 
Applications owners must understand their organizational risk posture and partner with their  
peers in security to provide risk-appropriate controls and governance structures. 

E Energize Your Application Strategy  
New application and organization realities promise to shift technology acquisition and 
implementation further into the line of business. Application leaders need to act now to ready  
their portfolio, adjust governance processes, ramp up new skills and establish credibility —  
or risk being left in the back office during this transformation. 

F Transform Your Application Development Organization and Mission  
Mobile, cloud, agile and DevOps are the future of application development, but yesterday’s 
applications are still the core of the enterprise portfolio, and consume much of IT spend. Learn how 
development organizations can innovate while they reinvigorate their applications, architecture, 
technology and team. 

G Leverage the Web to Drive Your Next-Gen Applications  
The Web is rapidly evolving to enable mobile, social and programmable interactions. This track 
addresses how to leverage new and transformative technologies and approaches such as HTML5, 
UX, and techniques such as responsive design, hybrid mobile apps and Web APIs, toward the goal 
of creating a digital business capability. 
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Save $300 when you  
register by October 17

Early-bird price: $2,150 
Standard price: $2,450 

3 ways to register

Web: gartner.com/us/aadi    
Email: us.registration@gartner.com
Phone: 1 866 405 2511  

Early-bird savings
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